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INTRO
Charging electric vehicles is relatively new and technology develops in a rapid pace. As a
result, lots of different terms and definitions are used, often referring to the same
phenomenon. This publication enables the reader to familiarize with the relevant terms.
These terms are grouped per theme. This publication aims to give clear definitions and
explanations on relevant aspects of electric vehicle charging. i
This publication has been produced by Netherlands Enterprise Agency ( www.rvo.nl) in
collaboration with ElaadNL, the knowledge and innovation centre in the field of smart
charging infrastructure in the Netherlands (www.elaad.nl) and NKL, the Netherlands
Knowledge Platform for Public Charging Infrastructure (www.nklnederland.nl).
This publication will be updated regularly. For the most recent version, go to:
https://www.rvo.nl/onderwerpen/duurzaam-ondernemen/energie-en-milieu-innovaties/elektrischrijden/bibliotheek-elektrisch-rijden. There is a version of this publication in Dutch available too.
Suggestions for improvements of this publication are welcome. We like to receive your feedback through:
elektrischrijden@rvo.nl. Please, mention why in your vision a particular text is incorrect, not clear enough, etc. We
appreciate if you supply us with a proposal for a concrete alternative text.

CHARGING POOL, -STATION, -POINT, CONNECTOR
The EU - Sustainable Transport Forum ii gives the following definitions providing us the starting point of this
publication.

Source: STF: Sustainable Transport Forum, SGEMS: Sub-Group to foster the creation of an Electro-mobility Market of Services
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Source: STF: Sustainable Transport Forum, SGEMS: Sub-Group to foster the creation of an Electro-mobility Market of Services

Charging Pool
A charging pool consists of one or multiple charging stations and the accommodating parking lots. The charging pool
is operated by one charge point operator (CPO) at one location/address and GPS coordinates. The charging pool is an
object relevant for “cartographic view”, guiding tools and all features that represent a charging
infrastructure element on a map. A charging pool is defined by: One location/address and GPS coordinates iii; One
charge point operator.
Charging Station / Charging Pole / Charging Dock / Electric Vehicle Charging Station (EVCS)
A Charging Station is a physical object with one or more charging points, sharing a common user identification
interface. All the physical “human-machine” interfaces are located at the charging station. Some charging stations
have a badge / RFID reader, buttons, displays, LEDs. Other stations are ‘Plug & Charge’, without buttons, display,
etc. In those cases a vehicle is automatically identified. A charging station is defined by: One physical object; One
user interface. iv
Charging Point / Charging Position / Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment (EVSE)
The electric energy is delivered through a charging point. A charging point may have one or several connectors
(outlets or plugs) in order to accommodate different connector types (see chapter 3). Only one can be used at the
same time. A charging point is defined by: Charging one vehicle at a time. In other words: per charging station the
number of charging points and (dedicated) parking spots are equal. v
Connector
A connector is the physical interface between the charging station and the electric vehicle through which the
electric energy is delivered:
A plug on a cable (one side consists of a ‘male’ plug and the other side of the ‘female version’). The plug of
one side of the cable fits into the outlet of the charging point and the plug on the other side of the cable fits
into the inlet on the vehicle;
A plug attached on an inseparable cable of the charging station (common for fast charging stations). This plug
fits in the inlet of the vehicle;
An induction plate (see chapter 7);
A pantograph (see chapter 7).
Usually the number of charging points and the number of connectors are equal, but not always. For example,
there are charging stations consisting of 2 charging points and 3 connectors. In that case not more th an 2
connectors can be used, no more than 2 vehicles can be charged at a time (one AC and the other DC).
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CONNECTOR TYPES
Different car brands use different connector types (outlet, plug, inlet) .
Type 1 / Yazaki (SAE J1772, IEC 62196-1)vi
This is the standard Japanese connector for electric vehicle
charging in alternating current (also adopted by the north
American countries, and accepted by the EU). It can be used to
charge electric vehicle models such as Opel Ampera (previous
version), Nissan Leaf, Nissan E-NV200, Mitsubishi Outlander,
Mitsubishi iMiev, Peugeot iON, Citröen C-Zero, Renault Kangoo
ZE (type 1), Ford Focus electric, Toyota Prius Plug in and KIA
SOUL.
Type 2 (IEC 62196-2) vii
This connector type is appointed by the Commission of the
European Union as the standard for regular (≤ 22 kW) charging
of electric vehicles. It can be used to charge electric vehicle
models such as Opel Ampera (current version), BMW i3, i8, BYD
E6, Renault Zoe, Volvo V60 plug-in hybrid, VW Golf plug-in
hybrid, VW E-up, Audi A3 E-tron, Mercedes S500 plug-in,
Porsche Panamera and Renault Kangoo ZE.
Combined Charging System (CCS Combo 2) viii
This connector is the enhanced version of type 2 with additional
power contacts for fast charging. CCS is compatible with AC and
DC and CCS is the standard for fast charging in Europe since 2017.
Manufacturers such as Audi, BMW, Porsche and Volkswagen
incorporate this type of connector.
Type 4 / CHAdeMO ix
CHAdeMO operates exclusively with DC and can be used for fast
charging. It can be used to charge electric vehicle models such as
Nissan Leaf, Nissan E-NV200, Mitsubishi Outlander, Mitsubishi
iMiev, Peugeot iON, Citröen C-Zero and KIA SOUL.
Tesla Supercharger
Exclusively for Tesla. The Tesla supercharger has the same
configuration as the type 2 connector, however slightly modified,
so it doesn’t fit in the standard type 2 outlet. However, the Tesla
Model 3 in Europa is equipped with a CCS inlet.

CHARGING CAPACITY, SPEED AND LOAD BALANCING
Charging time depends on different factors such as the capacity of the vehicle battery and the power and settings
of the charging station. Charging time is expected to decrease rapidly in the coming years.
Regular power charging point
A charging point that allows for a transfer of electricity to an electric vehicle with a power less than or equal to 22
kW.
High power charging point
A charging point that allows for a transfer of electricity to an electric vehicle with a power of more than 22 kW. x A
very common fast charger delivers 50 kW. Development of fast charging is ongoing and nowadays there are fast
chargers delivering 175 kW and more (for heavy duty vehicles there are chargers which deliver 450 kW of power).
Load balancing / Charging plaza xi
A charging plaza consists of several charging points that share a single connection to the electricity network.
The charging plaza allocates the available capacity to the charging points based on the demand at a given time,
allowing electric vehicle drivers to charge their vehicles optimally. This is referred to as “load-balancing”.
Charging speed is adjusted automatically as soon as maximum capacity is reached.
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ALTERNATING CURRENT (AC) / DIRECT CURRENT (DC) CHARGING
The power grid delivers alternating current (AC) but the battery of an electric vehicle needs direct current (DC).
The conversion of AC to DC can take place in a vehicle or in a charging point.
AC charging
Converting AC from the grid into DC, needed for charging the battery takes place in the vehicle. The capacity of
the AC-DC converter in the car determines how much of the available charging capacity of the charging station
can be utilized. AC-charging usually comes with slower charging speed (however AC fast charging is possible (> 22
kW)).
DC charging
Converting AC from the grid into DC, needed for charging the battery, takes place outside the vehicle in the
charging point. Direct current (DC) enables the charging point to charge at high power (> 22 kW). The charging
point has direct contact with the car battery.

CHARGING MODES
The concept of ‘mode’ refers to charging technique (capacity, communication, safety). Four charging modes are
being distinguished xii:

Mode 1 means charging at a regular 230
Volts socket (AC).
This charging method lacks communication,
hence safety. Therefore (by norm IEC 618511) in mode 1 the charging capacity is limited
to max. 2.3 kW (1-phase, 10A).

Mode 2 entails charging through a cable with
an In-Cable Control Box (ICCB).xiii Mostly at a
regular 230 Volts socket or at a home
charging station (AC). In practise the
maximum charging capacity is 2.3 kW (1phase, 10A) but in mode 2 a charging
capacity of max. 7.4 kW can be (1-phase,
32A) or 22 kW (3-phase, 32A) delivered (the
charging capacity is being controlled by the
ICCB).
In Mode 3 the adequate charging capacity
(AC) is determined by communication
between charging station and vehicle.
In most cases the public mode 3 charging
stations deliver 11 kW, 22 kW or sometimes
43 kW (>22 kW = fast charging).

In mode 1, 2 and 3 the charging takes place through the converter in the vehicle (AC from the charging station to
DC in the vehicle battery) and the charging process is being controlled by the vehicle. The capacity of the
converter determines how much of the available charging capacity of the charging station can be utilized.
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Mode 4 is DC-charging and is mainly being
applied for fast charging xiv. The conversion
from AC to DC takes place in the charging
station. Hence, no use is being made of the
converter in the vehicle.
The cable is inseparable linked to / integral
part of the charging point. The charging
capacity delivered varies mostly from 50 kW
to 175 kW (higher capacities are being
developed). xv

AUTOMATED FORMS OF ELECTRIC VEHICLE CHARGING
Until this point in this document we focussed on
charging through a cable. This is also called
‘manual connection’.
Besides this category there is another kind:
‘automated connection’ (‘Automated Connect
Device’ (ACD)). This category consists of charging
through a pantograph and induction charging.
Charging by means of a pantograph
This type of charging delivers a high conductive transfer of energy in a very short time from the charging
infrastructure to heavy duty vehicles like electric busses, trucks and special vehicles in harbours and on airports.
This would not be possible with a standard CCS combo 2 plug-cable connection (although the charging currents
through CCS cable connection will increase to 500 Ampere).
Two types of pantograph charging are being applied for electric busses. There is a so called ‘top down’ or ‘inverted
pantograph’ which is integral part of the charging infrastructure. The other type is mounted on the roof of the
vehicle, the so called ‘Up’ or ‘rooftop pantograph’.

pantograph ‘Up’

pantograph ‘top down’
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The ‘top down’-pantograph is often applied on a start-, stop or endpoint of a public transport bus route. At those
places the bus is being charged in a very short time also called ‘opportunity charging’. This type of pantograph
lacks a direct physical communication connection between the ACD and the vehicle. Therefore a WLAN/WIFI
connection is used which requires special attention for cyber security.
The most common type of pantograph charging is the ‘Up’ / ‘rooftop pantograph’. By means of an upgraded CCS
protocol the pantograph makes a physical connection with the outlet, ‘hood’ of the charging point. This happens
on a bus station, on route or in the bus terminal at which charging is very fast. The communication connection is
wired, PLC (Power Line Communication). This type of pantograph charging has the advantage that it can also be
used for slow charging at night without cables lying around in the terminal.
In Europe, led by CenCenelec (mandate 533) xvi is being worked on further standardisation and agreement on these
charging methods so that vehicles and charging equipment of different brands can charge without problems
(interoperability).
Induction charging / Wireless charging / Plug less charging
Through electromagnetic fields, the current is transferred to the car. The field
starts charging when the electric car is parked at the charging point. The car
drives over an induction plate located in the road surface of a parking space.
Charging can be started with the aid of an app. This technology is still in
development and it is not clear when the consumer market will be able to use
this technology. In addition to wireless charging in parking spaces, work is also
being carried out on technologies which will enable electric cars to be charged
whilst being driven. xvii
Several companies are experimenting with induction charging. It is yet not clear if / when this form of electric
vehicle charging will get a substantial market share. xviii

ACCESSIBILITY
Charging point accessible to the public
A charging point which provides 24/7, non-discriminatory access to users. Non-discriminatory access may include
different terms of authentication, use and payment (Directive 2014/94/EU, art. 2.7). xix
A charging-parking spot is the space that is intended as a parking spot for your car while it is being charge d. Cars
other than electric vehicles or electric vehicles that are not being charged are not allowed to use this parking spot.
There’s not always a dedicated parking spot per charging point available. This depends on the local policy.
Semi-public charging points
Semi-public charging points are accessible to all, but there may be restricted public access to them because of
parking or opening times. Examples include charging points in underground car parks, at hotel and catering
establishments or service stations. There may be restrictions on use, such as the requirement to make use of the
associated facilities.
Private charging points / Home charger
Private charging points are installed on a private site and connected to a private electricity supply. xx These
charging points are often not accessible to electric cars other than those belonging to the owner of the charging
point.
Charging at workplaces
This is considered as private charging and occurs when companies install charging points for use by employees
(and clients) on business premises.

SMART CHARGING
Smart charging xxi is charging an electric vehicle that can be externally controlled (i.e. “altered by external
events”), allowing for adaptive charging habits, providing the electric vehicle with the abili ty to integrate into the
whole power system in a grid- and user-friendly way. Smart charging must facilitate the security (reliability) of
supply while meeting the mobility constraints and requirements of the user.
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Grid-to-vehicle (G2V)
Grid-to-vehicle-technology enables vehicles to charge at varying capacities, depending on energy availability.
Electric vehicle batteries can be charged in a smart way to prevent peak loads on the grid. This can be based on
energy demand and available capacity on a local level. The vehicle to grid technology determines when, and at
which capacity, the vehicle will be charged. xxii
Vehicle-to-grid (V2G)
Vehicle-to-grid-technology enables vehicles to feed electricity back into the grid. The battery in the vehicle can
be used as a buffer to store energy in times of high (sustainable) energy production, but also to act as an energy
supplier in times of low (sustainable) energy production. Vehicle-to-grid technology contributes to optimizing
sustainable energy usage. xxiii

PARTIES / INSTITUTIONS / ACTORS
EV driver
The EV driver is the electric vehicle driver. The consumer who currently is driving the car and needs to charge it to
be able to drive it.
Charge Point Operator (CPO)
The CPO is responsible for the management, maintenance and operation of the charging stations (both technical
and administrative). The role of CPO can be segmented into 1. CPO responsible for the administrative operation
(e.g. access, roaming, billing to MSP etc.) and 2. CPO responsible for the technical maintena nce, which is often
done by the manufacturer. Sometimes the CPO is also called a Spot Operator.
Charge location owner
This is the owner of the charge location and often the owner of the charge point. Depending on the location
(public, private) the energy is purchased by the charge location owner or by the charge point operator.
Energy supplier
The energy supplier offers the energy for the electric car via (public) charging points. There are various suppliers
who produce energy or buy energy themselves.
Regional Grid Operator - Distribution System Operator (DSO)
The organization that designs, operates and maintains the public distribution medium and low voltage grid
through which charging spots are supplied. The charging spots are connected to a private gr id (home, building,
installation site…) connected to DSO grid. xxiv
eMobility Operator – Mobility Service Provider (MSP or EMP)
The entity with which the EV driver has a contract for all services related to the EV operation. Typically the
eMobility operator will include some of the other actors, like an energy provider or a CPO, and has a close
relationship with the distribution system operator and meter operator. A car manufacturer or utility could also
fulfil such a role. The eMobility operator authenticates contract IDs from its customers received either from the
eMobility operator clearing house, CPO or other eMobility operators it is in relation with. xxv
Roaming Platform
A central organization that facilitates information exchange between multiple market pl ayers. Roaming platforms
connect different market players to create a digital and cross-border charging network for electric vehicles.
Transport System Operator (TSO)
A party that is responsible for a stable power system (high voltage) operation (including the organization of
physical balance) through a transmission grid in a geographical area. The System Operator will also determine and
be responsible for cross border capacity and exchanges. If necessary he may reduce allocated capacity to ensure
operational stability. xxvi
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CHARGING PROTOCOL / CHARGING DATA
Charging protocol in general
OCPP - Open Charge Point Protocol/ Open Charge Alliance
The Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP) has been designed and developed to standardize the communications
between an EV charge point and a central system, which is used for operating and managing charge points. The
communication protocol is open and freely available to ensure the possibility of switching from charging network
without necessarily replacing all the charging stations or significant programming, including their interoperability
and access for electric grid services. The protocol is intended to exchange information related to transactions and
for operating a charge point including maintenance. It can also be used for schedule-based EV charging. For
Roaming OCPP provides technical access to the charge point and facilitates forwarding of transactions to the E mobility Operator/ Mobility Service Provider. More information :
www.openchargealliance.org/protocols/ocpp/ocpp-20.
Open ADR – Open Automated Demand Response Standard / OpenADR Alliance
The protocol is aimed at automating demand response communication, it supports a system and/or device to
change power consumption or production of demand-side resources. This can, for example, be done based on grid
needs, either by means of tariff and/ or incentives or emergency signals that are intended to balanc e demand to
sustainable supply. The OpenADR protocol specification profiles A and B are publicly available at no cost from:
www.openadr.org.
OSCP - Open Smart Charging Protocol/ Open Charge Alliance
The Open Smart Charging Protocol communicates forecasts of the available capacity of the electricity grid to
other systems. The protocol is based on a budgetary system where client systems can indicate their needs to a
central system, which guards against overuse of the grid by handing out budgets per cable. If a system requires
more it can request more, if it requires less it can hand back part of its budget, to be available for other systems.
The OSCP protocol is publicly available at no cost from: www.openchargealliance.org/protocols/oscp/oscp-10.
IEC 61850
The IEC 61850-90-8 document is not a protocol in itself. It is a technical report which describes an object model
for electric mobility. It models Electric Vehicles as a specific form of Distributed Energy Resource according to the
paradigms defined in IEC 61850. The IEC 61850 specification is publicly available at limited cost from the website
of IEC: www.iec.ch/dyn/www/f?p=103:23:0::::FSP_ORG_ID:1255.
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Charging protocol - roaming
EV ROAMING
EV Roaming enables EV drivers to charge at each charging station and manages the billing of the charge action
towards the driver. Condition is an open charging infrastructure for electric drivers. It means a shared use of
charging infrastructure, independent of technology, without fiscal and legal obstacles .xxvii
OCPI - Open Charge Point Interface protocol/ NKL Nederland
OCPI is an independent roaming protocol that makes it easy to exchange data. It can be used both by companies
(peer-to-peer) and via a roaming hub or platform. The protocol is supported internationally. With OCPI EV drivers
get an insight into the availability and costs of charging points. OCPI protocol is publicly available at no cost via
NKL Nederland. OCPI development is co-funded by the projects evRoaming4EU and ECISS, which receive EU and NL
subsidies. More information: www.nklnederland.nl and www.evroaming4.eu.
OCHP - Open Clearing House Protocol/ e-clearing.net
The Open Clearing House Protocol (OCHP) is a protocol which is meant for exchanging authorization data, charging
transaction and charge point information data for roaming via the e-clearing.net platform. The protocol consists of
2 parts:
1.
A part that is specifically for communication between market parties and an EV clearing house;
2.
A part that is for peer to peer communication between market parties, this is called OCHPdirect.
The OCHP is publicly available at no cost. More information on: https://e-clearing.net.
eMIP – eMobility Intoperation Protocol / GIREVE
The eMobility Interoperation Protocol, called eMIP, is provided by GIREVE as part of his main business objective:
“open access to vehicle charging stations”. eMIP targets two goals:
1.
enabling roaming of charging services by providing a charge authorisation;
2.
a data clearing house API and providing access to a comprehensive charging point database.
The eMIP protocol is publicly available at no cost. More information: www.gireve.com/wpcontent/uploads/2017/02/Gireve_Tech_eMIP-V0.7.4_ProtocolDescription_1.0.2_en.pdf.
IEC 63119
IEC 63119 is a standard that is currently being developed : Information exchange for Electric Vehicle charging
roaming service. It contains of four parts: Part 1: General – aimed publication date August 2019, Part 2: Use Cases,
Part 3: Message structure, Part 4: Cybersecurity and information privacy. All last three parts have aimed
publication date March 2022. More information: www.iec.ch/dyn/www/f?p=103:23:0::::FSP_ORG_ID:1255.
OICP - Open InterCharge Protocol / Hubject
The Open InterCharge Protocol (OICP) is a roaming protocol which can be used to communicate with the Hubject
B2B Service Platform. This platform enables exchanging roaming messages between an EMSP and a CPO. The
protocol consists of two parts that together create the protocol: a separate part for the EMSP and a separate part
for the CPO. The OICP protocol is publicly available at no cost. More information on:
www.hubject.com/en/downloads/oicp (Roaming Hub).
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PLATFORMS AND PROJECTS
The knowledge and innovation centre in the field of smart charging infrastructure in t he Netherlands: ElaadNL
Through their mutual involvement via ElaadNL, the grid operators prepare for a future with electric mobility and
sustainable charging. It is the mission of ElaadNL to make sure that everyone can charge smart. ElaadNL monitors
the EV-charging infrastructure and coordinates the connections between public charging stations and the
electricity grid. xxviii
The Netherlands Knowledge Platform for Public Charging Infrastructure EV: NKL
NKL is the platform where government, knowledge institutions and companies come together to achieve
affordable public charging of electric vehicles. NKL stimulates development in the public charging sector, facilitate
innovative projects, support various initiatives and ensure the exchange of knowledge. In the proc ess, NKL
strengthens the position of the Netherlands in the public charging sector. NKL's current programs: 1. Sector
Optimization, 2. Protocols and Standards and 3. Smart Charging. xxix
eViolin
eViolin is the branch organisation for EV charging infrastructur e organisations in the Netherlands. eViolin manages
and promotes the interoperability and usability of EV charging stations from different operators and service
providers. xxx
Living Lab Smart Charging
The Living Lab Smart Charging is an open platform which facilitates the development of Smart Charging and
related concepts. In the Living Lab Smart Charging, partners work under equivalent conditions on researching and
testing Smart Charging. The platform encourages collaborations and tries to connect parties given their common
aim to develop Smart Charging and to make charging infrastructure actually smart. The ultimate goal of the Living
Lab Smart Charging is: Driving on solar and wind energy in the Netherlands. xxxi
evRoaming4EU
This NKL project is a collaborative partnership between four countries (Denmark, Germany, Austria and the
Netherlands) to facilitate roaming services and provide transparent information about charging in Europe through
the use of the open independent OCPI protocol. Local and internationa l partners, suppliers and electric vehicle
drivers are welcome to contribute to the project and share knowledge and experiences. The project’s ultimate
goal is to enable all electric vehicle drivers to charge hassle -free anywhere in the EU. The Dutch partners of
evRoaming4EU are NKL – Netherlands knowledge platform for charging infrastructure, Eindhoven University of
Technology and MRA-Electric. xxxii
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looking ahead to 2035; https://www.rvo.nl/sites/default/files/2015/06/Rapport%20Inductieladen%20(ENG)%2015 -0512%20.pdf / https://www.rvo.nl/sites/default/files/2017/05/Visie%20op%20de%20laadinfrastructuur%20voor%20elektrisch%2
0vervoer.PDF
xix Alternative Fuel Directive (AFID): http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal- content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32014L0094
xx The electric current is taken from the group box and the maximum power is therefore dependent on the fuse used therein.
The capacities range from 3.7 to 22kW.
xxi
https://s3.eu-central1.amazonaws.com/z3r2zxopa4uuqpw5a4ju/livinglab/files/Smart%20Charging%20boek/170701_Book%20 Smart%2
0Charging%20UK-WEB.pdf, https://www.livinglabsmartcharging.nl/nl/slim-laden,
https://www.livinglabsmartcharging.nl/en/Smart-Charging
xxii https://nederlandelektrisch.nl/technologie/opladen/g2v-grid-to-vehicle
xxiii https://nederlandelektrisch.nl/technologie/opladen/v2g-vehicle-to-grid, Example: https://newmotion.com/en/driveelectric/v2g-charging-next-generation-technology, http://www.amsterdamvehicle2grid.nl
xxiv Source: eMI3 Standard V1 Terms and Definitions (http://emi3group.com/documents-links) and adjusted to make explicit that
this section applies to middle power (1000 volt and 51.999 volt AC) and low power (AC tot 1000 volt and DC to 1500 volt).
xxv Source: eMI3 Standard V1 (http://emi3group.com/documents-links)
xxvi Source: eMI3 Standard V1 (http://emi3group.com/documents-links) and adjusted to make explicit that this section applies to
high power.
xxvii Source: eMI3 Standard V1 (http://emi3group.com/documents-links)
xxviii https://www.elaad.nl/about-us
xxix
https://www.nklnederland.nl/over-ons
xxx http://www.eviolin.nl/index.php/over-ons
xxxi https://www.livinglabsmartcharging.nl/nl/Over-ons/visie
xxxii www.evroaming4eu.com
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